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With over 1.5 million books sold, USA Today Bestselling author Dannika Dark continues the thrilling

new Crossbreed series with Ravenheart."WE ALL HAVE SECRETS, RAVEN. DARK ONES. EACH

AND EVERY ONE OF US."Two weeks after joining Keystone, Raven Black is ready to take on the

world as a criminal hunter for hire. If only her partner wasn&apos;t a bloodsucking Vampire with a

penchant for getting under her skin. Despite her lavish surroundings, Raven misses the freedom of

life without rules. And Keystone&apos;s next assignment is about to test her self-control in more

ways than one.Dead bodies are popping up in the human district, and all signs point to a Breed

serial killer. In order to catch him, Raven and Christian embark on a mission that takes their

partnership into uncharted waters. Lives are at stake. Can Raven trust her instincts, or will she fall

into a web spun from lies and deceit?Time is running out in this pulse-pounding tale of dark secrets,

murder, and forbidden desires.THE CROSSBREED SERIESBook 1: KeystoneBook 2:

RavenheartBook 3: Deathtrap
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Ravenheart: Crossbreed Series, Book 2Written by: Dannika DarkNarrated by: Nicole PooleTwo

weeks after joining Keystone, Raven Black is ready to take on the world as a criminal hunter for

hire. If only her partner wasn't a bloodsucking Vampire with a penchant for getting under her skin.

Despite her lavish surroundings, Raven misses the freedom of life without rules. And Keystone's

next assignment is about to test her self-control in more ways than one. Dead bodies are popping

up in the human district, and all signs point to a Breed serial killer. In order to catch him, Raven and

Christian embark on a mission that takes their partnership into uncharted waters. Lives are at stake.

Can Raven trust her instincts, or will she fall into a web spun from lies and deceit?I love this series

and falling in love with the new character Ms. Dark writes about, she never disappoints me. I love

how she builds up the characters slowly and slowly allows relationships to build between them.

Christian Poe is the bomb! He is a very colorful character even if he doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t play

Ã¢Â€ÂœNaked TwisterÃ¢Â€Â•, like Simon. I have a feeling that she continues to write this series we

will find out more about Christians past, even more than we do now. Raven is still a mystery even to

herself. We still do not know how she is even possible and IÃ¢Â€Â™m enjoying how it slowly

unravels. Raven is exploring herself and opening doors to who she is. IÃ¢Â€Â™m hoping that we

can get to see more of the rest of the team. This is a completely addictive series and I canÃ¢Â€Â™t

wait for the next.Nicole Poole, narrates all of Dannika DarkÃ¢Â€Â™s books, I must say she is the

perfect voice.The Oracle Reviews gives only honest reviews.

Solid five star rating. Ravenheart was an amazing installment to Keystone. The authors continued

buildup of the characters and their roles in the storyline is simply flawless. Ms. Dark's romance build

up is subtle, just a little here and there which makes it even more swoon worthy. I love romance but

am not too big on the insta-love kind. I like to see the thawing out of hearts, seeing the little parts of

the other one that lets the other person see there's just something more than what the eyes can

see. The suspense and action is great. I love Christian and the rest of the guys. Can't wait for more

to come!

I rated this book 5Ã°ÂŸÂŒÂŸ's because it grabbed my attention from the start and never lost it. I

read for pleasure, you know, FUN! Not for enlightenment or any other posh reason you can device.

It has to be entertaining and well written. This book delivers in spades!All of Ms Dark's books are

written in the same unique world so she doesn't need to spend the first several chapters with all of

the "meet and greet" that usually goes on there. She's able to spend that time giving us more



background information on the main cast, having them learn more about each other and bonding

together as a team. Setting up the plot for it's twists and turns with well done foreshadowing kept me

wide awake until I got a glance at the time to discover it was 2AM.I finished the book at breakfast.

Now my next choice is which book to read now. Which series do I choose. Its off to the website to

search for a reading order list to calm my OCD from reading the last two books first!

This series is developing into a great adventure. Keystone is called into a serial killer case. Raven

and Christian are bonding more in this book. Raven even tries her hand at dating a Chitah. Love the

who-done-it scenario. Was very pleased with the hints given about the Keystone member's pasts.

Love the added chapter with "John". This book showed real team work and the developing trust

between the members. I am loving this series almost as much as "The Mageri Series". If you

haven't read the series that started it all, then you are missing a remarkable spun tale.

I have read many of Dannika's books. She is a very witty author. She has a sense of humor and I

laugh out loud many times throughout each of her books. Her characters are well developed and

the story feels realistic, even the villains. It is hard to impress me with a book, and hers impressed

me. Out of all her books that I have read, I enjoyed this one and Keystone the most. I also want to

say that the building "romantic" relationship did not feel forced, rushed, unnatural, or over-the-top

with obsessive tendencies, which is almost always the case with most of the books I have read by

other authors. Nothing about this book felt fake or lacking (in my opinion) which is why I gave it 5

stars. I highly recommend this book to anyone who likes well written books with a strong female

lead, and romance that does not dominate the whole book and its plot.

Love, love, love this series! I hate, hate, hate, getting hooked on a series that isn't fully published

yet, haha! The waiting is torture! I'm already ready and salivating for book three.Watching the

development of Christian and Raven's relationship even after her memory scrub is simply heart

breaking and romantically amazing at the same time. What will happen if ever their feelings come to

bear fruit? In this book they learn to trust each other more, and more of Raven's secret get bared to

the group while more questions about the group dynamics on how the others feel about one another

begin to reveal. I'm still left greatly questioning Blue who seems to trust Raven and Christian the

least. Can't wait to learn more in book three! Can it come out like yesterday?!

Ravenheart is a brilliant read. It's compelling, engaging, suspenseful. It shows some action and



there's a mystery that keeps the attention. There's (a little bit of) romance too, that develops

deliciously slowly and makes me yearn for more. In her very own voice, Ms Dark masterfully draws

the reader into the wonderful world she creates, getting them invested in the characters and their

personal stories as well as the overall storyline. I highly recommend the Crossbreed series, as well

as Dannika Dark's Mageri series. As a little bonus Ms Dark weaves in a peek about the future of a

tragic character from the Mageri series. If you know the series, this little reveal will make you happy

:)
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